
The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by WQBU/Garden City, NY  along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of October 1st, 2020 to December 31st, 2020. The
listing is by no means exhaustive. The order in which issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of Issue Program Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/21/2020 11:00am 25:00

With the holiday season approaching there have been inquiries about the outdoor activities that families can
attend during the pandemic and to further discuss these activities Adriana Aristizabal from NYC and Company
in charge of these activities joins Amigos de Univision. In addition to activities offered by NYC and Company

they also discussed programs offered to small businesses, resources were provided for those that are
interested.

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/19/2020 11:00am 25:00

With the New Year fast approaching, Adriana Aristizabal from NYC and Company joins Amigos de Univision to
discuss the alternatives to bring in the New Year. Adriana discussed different alternative celebrations and

how our community can help the local economy and the incentives offered by NYC and company to the local
community.

BUSINESS EMPOWERING AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/3/2020 11:00AM 25:00

This week on Amigos de Univision; A new ambitious program was discussed that helps to support businesses
with minority entrepreneurs such as Latin and Black entrepreneurs. This program seeks to provide $100
million to support businesses. Another business empowering topic included the discussion of free small

workshops offered to female entrepreneurs with Florencia Giordano in charge of WE NYC Program;  what is
the purpose of these workshops? What are the requirements to participate? What are the deadlines? Where

to go if interested in the program and other programs the small business

BUSINESS EMPOWERING AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/17/2020 11:00AM 25:00

This week on Amigos de Univision; Marta Otero, Empire Development corporation representative discussed a
new digital commerce campaign to support small businesses. She provided the details pertaining such

campaing, how this campaign could benefit small business owners in the state and what are the
requirements. Registration dates and where to find more information about this campaing.

BUSINESS EMPOWERING AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/31/2020 11:00am 25:00

During the pandemic many businesses have been able to expand into digital commerce. To discuss a new
program that the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of New Jersey has launched to help businesses with digital

commerce Tatiana Orozco who leads such program joins Amigos de Univision. Tatiana discussed strategies
that can be implemented to improve businesses. Some of the questions addressed by Tatiana where as

follows: What is the HETP? is there a fee to join the program? Is this program in English only? Does one need
to be a resident of New Jersey or be Hispanic? What are the requirements to be accepted into the program

and when do classes start and schedules?

BUSINESS EMPOWERING AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/14/2020 11:00am 25:00

New Jersey has launched a new program that offers free assistance to entrepreneurs in the New Jersey area.
To discuss further details and provide information about the program Francisco Rios, representative of the

Business action center joins Amigos de Univision. Francisco provided information as to how to inquire about
this program, the resources available with this program, including location and service schedule of the

program to those interested.

BUSINESS EMPOWERING AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/5/2020 11:00am 25:00

The New York city office of small business services provides loans to entrepreneurs and to discuss further
details about the program Liliam Arias, general finance manager joins Amigos de Univision. Liliam provided
the following information about the program: the loan amounts, the requirements to apply, the restrictions

about loan uses and where to find further details and resources related to the program was provided.



CENSUS 2020 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/3/2020 11:00AM 25:00

Discussion on the deadline extension for the Census 2020 which a judge ordered to  end on October 30th but
the burau rectified with an end date of October 5th 2020. Local efforts were discussed with the Lauren Zyriek

Enriquez  from the office of the Secretary of New Jersey. Some of the questions from the community
addressed by her were the following: Is it a requirement to fill out the census? How easy is it to fill out the
Census? Where can the Census questioners be found? Are there any penalties incurred for not completing

the census? And lastly recommendations for the community for these last days of the census campaing.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/17/2020 11:00AM 25:00

With only a few weeks left for the upcoming presidential elections and one of the most important in recent
decades, information was provided as to the updated voting process due to the pandemic. Miguelina Camilo
from the New York City Electoral board provided the following information: what are the alternatives when
exercising the right to vote in the upcoming elections, who can vote?. She also explained the ballot voting

process and what restrictions are to be expected on voting day.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/24/2020 11:00AM 25:00

With only 10 days until the upcoming presidential elections there have been many updates in the voting
process due to the pandemic. To provide further details on some these updates Dr. Lauren Zyriek joins

Amigos de Univision. The discussion included information about how many voters mailed in their ballots
before election, she also addressed any concerns he agency has with only a few days until the election.

Furthermore she provided information on how voter can fill out their ballots and how to mail them in. She
also touched on the new procedures and recommendations for those  when voting in person.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/31/2020 11:00am 25:00

With a record figure, more than 65 million people have exercised their right to vote by mailing their ballots
for the upcoming presidential election. With the election only 3 days Frankie Miranda, president of the

Hispanic Federation joins Amigos de Univision to provide an insight as to why there has been an increase in
interest about these upcoming elections. Some of the topics included the influence of the Latin vote and how

has the Hispanic Federation made efforts to bring awareness.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/7/2020 11:00am 25:00
With mounting tensions and concerns surrounding the elections, Eli Valentin political analysts joins Amigos de
Univision to discuss the approximate timeframe we can expect results and what lessons can be learned from

these elections.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/19/2020 11:00am 25:00

New York will elect their next mayor next week and with us to discuss her aspirations to the office Maya
Wiley joins Amigos de Univision. Maya has aspirations on being the first women to lead New York City with
more than 8 million habitants. Maya discussed what makes her the best candidate to lead city hall, she also
discuss her plans to address NYC's current issues such as the deficit, social justice issues, incidents of police
abuse and a growing number of covid-19 cases. She also addressed business owners that are contemplating

of shutting down operations due to the pandemic.

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/17/2020 11:00AM 25:00

In support of the LGBTQ community that have experienced physical and sexual harassment due to their
sexual orientation, Spirit Day was celebrated to promote awareness and equality and Luis Sandoval from

Despierta America was interviewed. He provided information on spirit day and messaging to the new
generation in regards to the topic of equality and support of the LGBTQ community.



COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/7/2020 11:00am 25:00

The Honduran consulate has made efforts to provide services to Honduran nationals in New York and to
discuss the new campaing of a mobile consulate Jessica Canahuati Farah, General consulate of Honduras joins

Amigos de Univision. Jessica discussed the services provided by the mobile consulate, locations and where
can Honduran nationals find further information.

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/26/2020 11:00AM 25:00

This week on Amigos de Univision: with a second consecutive year Univision Nueva York contigo distributed
more than 125 gifts to those in need by partnering up with a non-for-profit ACS. In addition Goya was

highlighted for distributing food to families in need at the Bronx Terminal Market with the new Covid-19
regulations.

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/26/2020 11:00am 25:00

The YWCA has been serving the community for more than 150 years not only in NY but around the country
and to discuss their resources Deborah Young, Director at YWCA joins Amigos de Univision. Deborah

discussed YWCA's mission and the areas they serve, what programs they provide and who can participate.
She also discussed how they have been impacted by Covid-19 and how the community can obtain more

information about their programs.

COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/3/2020 11:00AM   25:00

Due to the pandemic, places of workshop were closed and to discuss the re-opening phase of churches Luis
De La Hoz from the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of New Jersey interviewed a representative from the

archdiocese to discuss further details on this re-opening plan and their services provided to the community.
In addition information about Sunday masses that began to be broadcasted was provided to the community

COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/24/2020 11:00AM 25:00

New York City has made efforts to fight and stop the spread of Covid-19 throughout the communities and
Anita Reyes, Executive director at Bronx Neighborhood health joined Amigos de Univision to discuss some of

these efforts. The efforts discussed were free rapid testing, she discussed the requirements, how long do
results take? and how often should a person get tested? Testing location information was provided.

COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/31/2020 11:00am 25:00

As many holidays have been affected by the pandemic, Halloween has not been an exception. To discuss new
measures to keep children safe during this holiday Jasmine M. Lopez, coordinator of health projects at the

New York city Health department joins Amigos de Univision. Jasmine provided information on the new guides
about procedures and tips to keep children safe. She also discussed the cancellation of the annual Halloween

parade due to Covid-19

COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/7/2020 11:00am 25:00

The pandemic has surpass 9 million cases nationwide with more than 230 thousand deaths and its estimated
that this number will increase in the upcoming months. However there are individuals that are preparing to

face and protect patients during these upcoming months, these individuals are doctors and nurses and to give
us an insight from their perspective Jeanette Rios, who has begun a career in the medical field at Mount Sinai
hospital joins Amigos de Univision. Jeanette discusses her concerns and her messaging to those who want to

venture in the medical field during these trying times.

COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/28/2020 11:00am 25:00

With Covid-19 cases increasing in the New Jersey area there have been concerns as to how to contain the
spread and to discuss the different approaches New Jersey is implementing to do so, Andrea Martinez from
the New Jersey department of Health joins Amigos de Univision. Andrea provided the current percentage of
infected cases in the New Jersey area, she also shared recommendations to the community to contain the

spread and the drastic measures New Jersey is taking such as the closing of schools  and their stand on
upcoming holiday gatherings. Lastly she discussed if there a plan for the distribution of the vaccine when such

is approve.



COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/28/2020 11:00am 25:00

This week on Amigos de Univision: Mayor DeBlasio shared his plans so that the students from the largest
school district nationwide can return to class. Maria Soto from the NY state department of health provided
information about the new advisories regarding high risk zones and neighborhoods impacted by covid-19,

why was this measure taken? what are the recommendations when getting tested and where can the
community obtain further information about Covid-19.

COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/28/2020 11:00AM 25:00

This week on Amigos de Univision: Dr. Yomaris Pena joins in the conversation to provide information to the
community in regards to Covid-19 symptoms, risks and precautions. Some of the topics was to provide

valuable information about testing, the recommendations when getting tested, the number of cases  that are
increasing and some tips on treating minor symptoms of Covid-19.

COVID-19 AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/31/2020 11:00am 25:00

As many holidays have been affected by the pandemic, Halloween has not been an exception. To discuss new
measures to keep children safe during this holiday Jasmine M. Lopez, coordinator of health projects at the

New York city Health department joins Amigos de Univision. Jasmine provided information on the new guides
about procedures and tips to keep children safe. She also discussed the cancellation of the annual Halloween

parade due to Covid-19

COVID-19 EFFECT ON ENTERTAINMENT AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/21/2020 11:00am 25:00

The pandemic has without a doubt impacted the entertainment and nightlife businesses in the five boroughs.
With hundreds of people directly impacted by the closing of such businesses and new restrictions

implemented commissioner Anne del Castillo joins Amigos de Univision to provides us with an update on the
current situation. Some of the topics discussed were the services provided by the commissioner's office, how
has the pandemic affected the agency's services?, How has the commissioner's agency been able to support

nightclub businesses during this time?, what is the foreseeable future these business owners face if they
remain close? what efforts are being made to improve the local economy with the holiday season fast

approaching?

COVID-19 RELIEF AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/10/2020 11:00AM 25:00

Somos Community Care has been in the front lines battling Covid-19 and has supported the community
through this pandemic and to cover and highlight their efforts Dr. Ramon Tallaj was interviewed in

celebration of Hispanic Heritage month.  He discussed the commitment that Somos community care has
towards the community that began during president Obama's administration. What efforts has Somos

completed to help the community; some of those efforts have been distributing food to those in need such as
patients and community members. In addition he provided information on activities and programs Somos

community Care offers to the community and how to inquire about them.

COVID-19 RELIEF AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/17/2020 11:00AM 25:00

An interview with Viviana Martinez, coordinator at Make a dream foundation. With the pandemic the efforts
of such foundation have been limited but their efforts have not stopped. Viviana discussed their campaing

and their most recent make a dream selection (Alexis). She also provided information on how to participate
for those who are interested.

COVID-19 RELIEF AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/24/2020 11:00AM 25:00

With uncertainties faced by many during the pandemic and the government assuring that without a stimulus
many programs and public services will be impacted or even eliminated. To provide updates about these

conversations US senator Kirsten Gillibrand joined Amigos de Univision. Kirsten discussed how are the
negotiations in Washington unfolding? What plans if any does the government have to rescue small

businesses, the cornerstone of the US economy?

COVID-19 RELIEF AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/14/2020 11:00am 25:00
With a recent law that gives businesses the option of expanding beyond their indoor location, Gustavo Perez

Eugui from NYC department of small businesses services  joins Amigos de Univision. Gustavo discusses the
new program knows as Open Storefronts, the requirements, who can participate? and the deadlines to apply.



COVID-19 RELIEF AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/14/2020 11:00am 25:00

With many struggling during the pandemic to obtain food Carlos Rodriguez, President and executive director
of the Community Food Bank of New Jersey joins Amigos de Univision to provide information to the

community of services they are providing during the pandemic. Carlos discussed if there are any
requirements to solicit these services and he discussed the upcoming event on 11/21/2020.

COVID-19 RELIEF AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 11/28/2020 11:00am 25:00

New Jersey's Bergen county has been highly impacted by Covid-19 and Germaine M. Ortiz, Bergen county's
commissioner joins Amigos de Univision to discuss resources available to the community, specially small

business owners that have been impacted. Some of the resources discussed were the food resources
available to Bergen county residents among others.

COVID-19 RELIEF AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/12/2020 11:00am 25:00

Gina Walker joins Amigos de Univision to provide information about a volunteer program that includes
volunteers from New York, New Jersey and Philadelphia who are ready to assist those who are unable to

leave their homes due to the pandemic. Gina provided information about how this program works and who
can take advantage of this program and what are the requirements to qualify for this free service and the

requirements for volunteers who want to be part of this program.

EDUCATION AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/24/2020 11:00AM 25:00

Latino U college access has been able to forged the future of hundreds of students with a college education.
Many of these students have graduated from Harvard, Yale, Sandford and others. To provide additional

information about Latino U College Access, Shirley Acevedo Buontempo, executive director joins Amigos de
Univision. She provided information about their program and their mission and what is their vision for the

upcoming years.

HEALTH AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 10/10/2020 11:00AM 25:00

The flu Vaccine would be the most important vaccine this year compared to past flu seasons. New York City
has launched a campaing to inform about the need to receive the vaccine. Maria Soto, promotions director at
the New York City health department provided further information about this important vaccine. Some of the

information provided: requirements to receive the vaccine, where to obtain further information about the
vaccine and locations where the vaccine is being provided.

 

HEALTH AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/5/2020 11:00am 25:00

This week on Amigos de Univision: with open enrollment insurance season, New Jersey offers medical
insurance plans accessible to everyone. To further discuss this program Marlene Caride from New Jersey

department of banking and insurance joins Amigos de Univision. Some of the topics of discussion included the
"Get Covered NJ" campaing that consists of offering medical insurance to those who qualify, the different

resources available to those who became unemployed during the pandemic and the information about "Get
covered NJ" was provided to those who are interested in the program.

HEALTH AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/12/20 11:00am 25:00

New York City offers low cost health plans and with only a few days left to enroll Alexandra San Juan a
representative from the NY department of health joins Amigos de Univision. Alexandra provided the following
information: enrollment deadlines, what are the requirements to enroll, is there any assistance to low income

families?, what is the importance of having health insurance during this pandemic?

HEALTH AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/19/20 11:00AM 25:00

With health insurance enrollment coming to an end Liliana Melgar from the Hispanic Federation joins Amigos
de Univision to discuss the different options the community has to enroll. Some topics of discussion where

the following: enrollment requirements, low cost medical plans and the enrollment deadlines, for those who
are interested further information was provided on where to apply.



IMMIGRATION AMIGOS DE UNIVISION 12/5/20 11:00am 25:00

With immigration being a topic of concerns due to the new administration, Univision 41 NY, Catholic charities
and the office of new immigrants, El diario la prensa, radio WADO 1280  have scheduled a phone bank about

the topic and to further discuss Lucia Goyen form Catholic Charities joins Amigos de Univision. Lucia discussed
the need of this phone bank to address concerns that the immigrant community has and she also addressed

the message for the immigrant community to avoid being part of frauds and false promises.

NEW YORK STATE BROADCASTERS
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000:30

Messaging About The High Number Of Pedestrians That Get Hurt And Died Crossing Streets In New York City.
New York City Will Be Intensifying Pedestrian Safety Patrols To Enforce Pedestrians And Drivers Follow Rules
And Will Educate Those Who Infringe The Laws And Might Summon Those Who Violate The Rules, Summons

Call For Attention And This Saves Lives!

ST JUDE'S RADIOTHON QUE BUENA MAÑANA CON LUIS JAVIER  DECEMBER 3RD 6AM 5 MINUTES 
Luis Javier bring awarness to St. Jude an organization comitted to finding
a cure for childrens Cancer. They talked to listeners and play messages from parents whose children are current
patients at St. Judes Hospital

ST JUDE'S RADIOTHON QUE BUENA MAÑANA CON LUIS JAVIER  DECEMBER 3RD 7AM 4 MINUTES 
Luis Javier bring awarness to St. Jude an organization comitted to finding
a cure for childrens Cancer. They talked to listeners and play messages from parents whose children are current
patients at St. Judes Hospital

ST JUDE'S RADIOTHON QUE BUENA MAÑANA CON LUIS JAVIER  DECEMBER 3RD 8AM 5 MINUTES 
Luis Javier bring awarness to St. Jude an organization comitted to finding
a cure for childrens Cancer. They talked to listeners and play messages from parents whose children are current
patients at St. Judes Hospital

ST JUDE'S RADIOTHON QUE BUENA MAÑANA CON LUIS JAVIER  DECEMBER 3RD 9:00 AM 4 MINUTES 
Luis Javier bring awarness to St. Jude an organization comitted to finding
a cure for childrens Cancer. They talked to listeners and play messages from parents whose children are current
patients at St. Judes Hospital


